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Mind in Life

2010-09-30

how is life related to the mind thompson explores this so called explanatory gap between biological life and consciousness drawing on sources as diverse as molecular

biology evolutionary theory artificial life complex systems theory neuroscience psychology continental phenomenology and analytic philosophy ultimately he shows that mind

and life are more continuous than previously accepted and that current explanations do not adequately address the myriad facets of the biology and phenomenology of mind

The Phenomenon of Life

2001

one of the most prominent thinkers of his generation hans jonas wrote on topics as diverse as the philosophy of biology ethics and cosmology this work sets forth a

systematic philosophy of biological facts laid out in support of his claim that mind is prefigured throughout organic existence

Phenomenology of Life - From the Animal Soul to the Human Mind

2007-08-14

the challenge presented by the recent tendencies to naturalize phenomenology on the basis of the progress in biological and neurological sciences calls for an investigation of

the traditional mind body problem the progress in phenomenological investigation is up to answering that challenge by placing the issues at stake upon a novel platform that

is the ontopoiesis of life

Phenomenology of Life - From the Animal Soul to the Human Mind

2010-11-30

transcendental phenomenology presumed to have overcome the classic mind body dichotomy in terms of consciousness should we indeed dissolve the specificity of human

consciousness by explaining human experience in its multiple sense giving modalities through the physiological functions of the brain the present collection of studies

addresses this crucial question challenging such naturalizing reductionism from multiple angles
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Ecology of the Brain

2018

present day neuroscience places the brain at the centre of study but what if researchers viewed the brain not as the foundation of life rather as a mediating organ ecology of

the brain addresses this very question it considers the human body as a collective a living being which uses the brain to mediate interactions those interactions may be both

within the human body and between the human body and its environment within this framework the mind is seen not as a product of the brain but as an activity of the living

being an activity which integrates the brain within the everyday functions of the human body going further fuchs reformulates the traditional mind brain problem presenting it

as a dual aspect of the living being the lived body and the subjective body the living body and the objective body the processes of living and experiencing life fuchs argues

are in fact inextricably linked it is not the brain but the human being who feels thinks and acts for students and academics ecology of the brain will be of interest to those

studying or researching theory of mind social and cultural interaction psychiatry and psychotherapy

Life - The Outburst of Life in the Human Sphere

2013-03-09

science and philosophy have both undergone radical transformations in recent times now they are poised for a pivotal alliance science has abandoned the mechanistic model

of nature philosophy has broken through the tight traditional circle of conceptualisation intellectualistic preconceptions and cognitive presuppositions the two now meet to focus

on the palpitating fluctuating stream of nature life their traditional prejudices dispersed under the pressure of new evidence philosophy phenomenology of life and the sciences

of life meet in the archimedean point of the human creative condition proper to the phenomenology of life and the role of the human subject central to the scientific view of

reality they necessitate each other without the sciences of life philosophy phenomenology of life cannot penetrate the intricacies of nature life without recourse to philosophy

to delineate design provide clues to the organisation of natural evidence the sciences of life cannot devise new strategies for inquiry nor survey their field the present

collection throws open the barriers that separate nature and culture works of physis and those of the spirit following the philosophical model of the ontopoieisis of life focusing

on its specifically human sphere that of the human self interpretation in existence it encircles the vast new horizons of the new alliance

The Origins of Life

2013-03-09
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life appears ungraspable yet its understanding lies at the heart of current preoccupations in our attempt to understand life through its origins the ambition of the present

collection is to unravel the network of the origin of the various spheres of sense that carry it onwards the primogenital matrix of generation tymieniecka elaborated as the

fulcrum of this collection elucidates the main riddles of the scientific philosophical controversies concerning the status of various spheres that seek to make sense of life

Life Energies, Forces and the Shaping of Life: Vital, Existential

2012-12-06

the nature of life consists in a constructive becoming see analecta husserliana vol 70 though caught up in its relatively stable stationary intervals manifesting the steps of its

accomplishments that our attention is fixed in this selection of studies we proceed in contrast to envisage life in the aristotelian perspective in which energia forces and

dynamisms of life at work are at the fore startling questions emerge what distinction could be drawn between the prompting forces of life and its formation or is this distinction

a result of our transcendental faculties the answers to these questions reveal themselves as tymieniecka proposes at the phenomenologically ontopoietic level of life s

origination where transcendentality surges

Phenomenology of Life - From the Animal Soul to the Human Mind

2007-08-23

transcendental phenomenology presumed to have overcome the classic mind body dichotomy in terms of consciousness should we indeed dissolve the specificity of human

consciousness by explaining human experience in its multiple sense giving modalities through the physiological functions of the brain the present collection of studies

addresses this crucial question challenging such naturalizing reductionism from multiple angles

Life Scientific Philosophy, Phenomenology of Life and the Sciences of Life

2013-03-09

this collection brings to the public the fruits of the groundlaying work on the philosophy phenomenology of life presented in some 30 volumes of the analecta husserliana and

inaugurates a new phase in philosophy phenomenology a truly radical turn as tymieniecka in her introduction puts it the time is ripe to abandon the prejudices against empiria

and set aside in a second position the epistemological constitutive criterion of validity and truth without however abandoning it to the contrary recognising with our present
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culture the overwhelmingly superior validity of the pragmaticity test which science indubitably applies in its verification of technology philosophy phenomenology at last

reaches the full significance of reality the fullness of the vital fact of life which comprises not only the works and enjoyment of the mind and the spirit but those of the bios and

the cosmos too the full fledged dialogue with the hard core sciences opens up philosophy of life and the human creative condition draws together all the radiations of life into

its field of inquiry tymieniecka thus proposes a new mathesis universalis the dream of leibniz and husserl which can at least be fulfilled

Levels of Organic Life and the Human

2019-07-02

the groundbreaking classic of twentieth century german philosophy now available in english with an introduction by j m bernstein helmuth plessner s levels of organic life and

the human draws on phenomenological biological and social scientific sources to offer a systematic account of nature life and human existence the book considers non living

nature plants non human animals and human beings a sequence of increasingly complex modes of boundary dynamics simply put interactions between a thing s insides and

the surrounding world living things are classed and analyzed by their positionality or orientation to and within an environment according to plessner s radical view the human

form of life is excentric that is the relation between body and environment is something to which humans themselves are positioned and can take a position this excentric

positionality enables human beings to take a stand outside the boundaries of their own body a possibility with significant implications for knowledge culture religion and

technology a powerful and sophisticated account of embodiment the levels shows with reference both to science and to philosophy how life can be seen on its own terms to

establish its own boundaries and how from the standpoint of life the human establishes itself in relation to the nonhuman as such the book is not merely a historical

monument but a source for invigorating a range of vital current conversations around the animal posthumanism the material turn and the biology and sociology of cognition

Life Scientific Philosophy, Phenomenology of Life and the Sciences of Life

1999-03-31

this collection brings to the public the fruits of the groundlaying work on the philosophy phenomenology of life presented in some 30 volumes of the analecta husserliana and

inaugurates a new phase in philosophy phenomenology a truly radical turn as tymieniecka in her introduction puts it the time is ripe to abandon the prejudices against empiria

and set aside in a second position the epistemological constitutive criterion of validity and truth without however abandoning it to the contrary recognising with our present

culture the overwhelmingly superior validity of the pragmaticity test which science indubitably applies in its verification of technology philosophy phenomenology at last

reaches the full significance of reality the fullness of the vital fact of life which comprises not only the works and enjoyment of the mind and the spirit but those of the bios and
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the cosmos too the full fledged dialogue with the hard core sciences opens up philosophy of life and the human creative condition draws together all the radiations of life into

its field of inquiry tymieniecka thus proposes a new mathesis universalis the dream of leibniz and husserl which can at least be fulfilled

Phenomenology of Life from the Animal Soul to the Human Mind: The human soul in the creative transformation of

the mind

2007

this book offers a unique description of how phenomenology can help professionals from medical environmental and social fields to explore notions such as interaffectivity

empathy epoche reduction and intersubjective encounter written by a group of top scholars it uniquely covers the relationship between phenomenology and bioethics and

focuses not only on medical cases but also on the environment and emerging technologies this variety of themes whilst including techno ethics environmental ethics animal

ethics and medical ethics is conducive to appreciating broadly how phenomenology can improve our quality of our life despite its difficult themes the book appeals to an

audience of both academics and professionals who are willing to understand how to increase the quality of care in their professional field chapter 8 is available open access

under a creative commons attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com

Phenomenology of Bioethics: Technoethics and Lived-Experience

2021-03-05

the concepts of form and function have traditionally been defined in terms of biology and then extended to other disciplines stephen t asma examines the various

interpretations of form and function in science and philosophy reflecting on the philosophical presuppositions underlying the work of geoffroy cuvier darwin and others in the

continental tradition of canguilhem and foucault asma s treatment of the historical form function dispute analyzes the complex interactions among ideologies metaphysical

commitments and research programs following form and function is a significant contribution to the history of science history of philosophy and disputes within contemporary

biology

Life - Scientific Philosophy, Phenomenology of Life and the Sciences of Life

1996
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this book celebrates the investigative power of phenomenology to explore the phenomenological sense of space and time in conjunction with the phenomenology of

intentionality the invisible the sacred and the mystical it examines the course of life through its ontopoietic genesis opening the cosmic sphere to logos the work also explores

on the one hand the intellectual drive to locate our cosmic position in the universe and on the other the pull toward the infinite it intertwines science and its grounding

principles with imagination in order to make sense of the infinite this work is the first of a two part work that contains papers presented at the 62nd international congress of

phenomenology the forces of the cosmos and the ontopoietic genesis of life held in paris france august 2012 it features the work of scholars in such diverse disciplines as

biology anthropology pedagogy and psychology who philosophically investigate the cosmic origins of beingness coverage in this first part includes toward a new enlightenment

metaphysics as philosophy of life transformation in phenomenology husserl and tymieniecka biologically organized quantum vacuum and the cosmic origin of cellular life

plotinus enneads and self creation the creative potential of humor transcendental morphology a phenomenological interpretation of human and non human cosmos and

cognition and emotion from dichotomy to ambiguity

Following Form and Function

2014-04-26

in the ancient indian epic mahabharata the lord of death asks what is the most wondrous thing in the world and his son answers it is that all around us people can be dying

and we don t believe it can happen to us this refusal to face the inevitability of death is especially prevalent in modern western societies we look to science to tell us how

things are but biomedicine and neuroscience divest death of any personal significance by presenting it as just the breakdown of the body and the cessation of consciousness

the tibetan buddhist perspective stands in sharp contrast to this modern scientific notion of death this tradition conceives dying not as the mere termination of living processes

within the body but as a rite of passage and transformation of consciousness physical death in this tradition initiates a transition from one of the six bardos in between states

of consciousness to an opportunity for total enlightenment in dying what happens when we die evan thompson establishes a middle ground between the depersonalized

scientific account of death and the highly ritualized notion of death found in tibetan buddhism thompson s depiction of death and dying offers an insightful neurobiological

analysis while also delving into the phenomenology of death examining the psychological and spiritual effects of dying on human consciousness in a trenchant critique of the

near death experience literature he shows that these experiences do not provide evidence for the continuation of consciousness after death but also that they must be

understood phenomenologically and not in purely neuroscience terms we must learn to tolerate the ultimate ungraspability of death by bearing witness to dying and death

instead of turning away from them we can learn to face the experience of dying through meditative practice and to view the final moments of life not as a frightening

inevitability to be shunned or ignored but as a deeply personal experience to be accepted and even embraced
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Phenomenology of Space and Time

2014-09-02

from aristotle to the present memory has been grasped as a trace or impression of lost reality bridging physiological experience and consciousness philosophers have vainly

sought the nature of this bridge the present day physiologizing naturalizing of consciousness is not resolving their congenital continuity in which the very existence and

practice of life is rooted we have to change our approach erwin straus the aristotelian congenital ties between memory and temporality acquire crucial significance in our

primogenital ontopoiesis of life tymieniecka it reveals memory to be the factor that carries this coalescence and the becoming of life itself this can be the fruit only of the

generative springs of life first phenomenology philosophy the ontopoietic logos of life in this collection we explore memory in the constitution of reality rememorizing and

interpretation consciousness action facts imagination history myths self realization metamorphosis

Dying: What Happens When We Die?

2009-09-30

many children spend their first days weeks and sometimes months in a neonatal intensive care unit as a consequence of prematurity congenital anomalies or birth

complications their medical needs are thoughtfully appraised and attended to yet some questions are rarely asked what experiences do these newborns have what

experiences are we giving them how can we and do we understand what their lives are like what are the interventions and actions of medical care actually like for them

michael van manen explores the experiential life of newborn infants with particular consideration for those newborns who require medical care drawing on contemporary

research findings from physiology psychology biology and other disciplines he offers phenomenological insights and raises thought provoking questions as to how we ought to

understand and care for such young children in our contemporary world it is often the experiences of inception of first contact with those who seem most distant foreign or

even alien that we need to try to apprehend and understand the inceptual lives of newborn infants challenges us to explore those experiences phenomenologically to

investigate the originary meanings of early life experiences phenomenology of the newborn is an essential text for researchers seeking to employ phenomenology for the

study of neonatal life and related concerns that may seem inaccessible to other more traditional qualitative and quantitative methods

Memory in the Ontopoiesis of Life

2018-11-27
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life appears ungraspable yet its understanding lies at the heart of current preoccupations in our attempt to understand life through its origins the ambition of the present

collection is to unravel the network of the origin of the various spheres of sense that carry it onwards the primogenital matrix of generation tymieniecka elaborated as the

fulcrum of this collection elucidates the main riddles of the scientific philosophical controversies concerning the status of various spheres that seek to make sense of life

Phenomenology of the Newborn

2000-09-30

the volume encompasses three interrelated areas of phenomenological research person subject and organism the contributors intend to answer a number of inspiring and

unexplored questions on husserlian phenomenology of personhood and subjectivity but also on broader problems including epistemological ontological and biological

approaches

The Origins of Life

2014

for more than three centuries scientists have studied the world as detached observers in doing so science has achieved marvelous results but it has also lost the sense of the

whole that earlier cultures possessed by concentrating on the text of the physical world science has lost the context the etheric world of life forces goethean phenomenology

so named for goethe s observations is a scientific method capable of bringing the clarity of natural science to this context of phenomena unconsciously scientific observers

have always been using the context to read the text the phenomenological method involves training observers to look at the activity of thinking itself as it perceives

intentionally it then uses this activity itself as a means of perception the observer thus becomes conscious that physical nature is indeed a text and that its meaning derives

from the etheric context unlike the more common hypothetical and deductive methods which presupose a detached observer the phenomenological method is based on active

participation by the observer this eliminates the need to construct speculative hypotheses the observer s awareness of his or her own intentionality ensures the veracity of the

observations the etheric world is not a new hypothesis it is however a new domain of observation the authors jochen bockemühl christof lindenau georg maier ernst august

müller hermann poppelbaum dietrich rapp and wolfgang schad have all written extensively on participatory science and related matters in this ground breaking collection they

each explore an aspect of the etheric world and its relationship to human thinking they systematically lead the reader into the formative movements of nature and offer

genuine insight into the far reaching mystery of life
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The Yearbook on History and Interpretation of Phenomenology 2013

1985

creative force or creative shaping this unprecedented effort to plumb the workings of the ontopoiesis of life by disentangling its primordial forces and shaping devices as they

enter into the originary matrixes of life yields fascinating insights prepared by the investigation of the first two matrixes the womb of life and sharing in life analecta husserliana

volume 74 the present collection of essays focuses upon the third and crowning creative matrix imaginatio creatrix here proves itself to be the source and driving force which

brings us to the origins of the human mind human life studies by elof axel carlson a t tymieniecka n milkov eldon c wait k rokstad m golaszewska m küle w kim rogers piotr

mróz r pinilla burgos a carrillo canán g r ronsivalle j e smith a pawliszyn a rizzacasa l galzigna and m galzigna jiro watanabe m jakubczak k tarnowski m durst w pawliszyn r a

kurenkova carmen cozma e supinska polit i s fiut gerald nyenhuis osvaldo rossi r d sweeney and d ulicka

Toward a Phenomenology of the Etheric World

2012-12-06

lebensphilosophie central to nineteenth century philosophical thought is concerned with the meaning value and purpose of life in this much needed study historical

lebensphilosophie is returned to the core of philosophical investigations and revealed in the contemporary ascendency of life in philosophical thinking scholars from aesthetics

bioethics and ontology examine how the notion of life has made its way into contemporary philosophical discussions they identify three main themes the shift toward biological

and technological views of life altering dilthey and nietzsche s emphasis on historical life over biological life the relationship between biopolitics and political liberalism and the

re emergence of the idea of life so important for the traditional life philosophers in recent discussions about care of the self existential gratitude skepticism and the emotions

anticipating new directions of philosophical thinking this study restores a vital school of thought to crucial discussions about the dangers of contemporary politics and the

threat of new technologies

The Creative Matrix of the Origins

2013-07-04

offers an interdisciplinary investigation of affectivity in various forms of life e co affectivity is a philosophical investigation of affectivity in various forms of life photosynthesis

and growth in plants touch and trauma in bird feathers the ontogenesis of human life through the placenta the bare interface of human skin and the porous materiality of soil
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combining biology phenomenology ancient greek thought new materialisms environmental philosophy and affect studies marjolein oele thinks through the concrete living

places that show the receptive responsive power of living beings to be affected and to affect she focuses on these localized interfaces to explain how affectivity emerges in

places that are always evolving creative porous and fluid every interface is material but is also more than its current materiality in cocreating place time and being after

extensively describing the effects of the milieu and community within which each example of affectivity takes place in the final chapter oele adds a prescriptive ethical lens

that formulates a new epoch beyond the anthropocene one that is sensitive to the larger ecological communal concerns at stake this is a very welcome contribution to

environmental philosophy the strikingly original thesis is evident in the book s title what we call ecology is a co affectivity the mutuality of affecting and being affected on the

part of species biological kingdoms ecosystems etc here marjolein oele melds biology and ontology in new and creative ways enriching both fields her book performs the very

theme it explores it stages a co affective relation between philosophy and the life sciences michael marder author of plant thinking a philosophy of vegetal life

The Science, Politics, and Ontology of Life-Philosophy

2000-09-30

volume xxi special issue 2023 part 1 phenomenological perspectives on aesthetics and art part 2 heidegger and contemporary french philosophy aim and scope the new

yearbook for phenomenology and phenomenological philosophy provides an annual international forum for phenomenological research in the spirit of husserl s

groundbreaking work and the extension of this work by such figures as reinach scheler stein heidegger sartre levinas merleau ponty and gadamer contributors liliana

albertazzi dimitris apostolopoulos gabriele baratelli anna irene baka irene breuer john brough peer bundgaard justin clemens richard colledge bryan cooke françoise dastur ivo

de gennaro natalie depraz helena de preester daniele de santis madalina diaconu arto haapala robyn horner erik kuravsky donald landes elisa magri michelle maiese regina

nino mion brian o connor costas pagondiotis knox peden constantinos picolas hans reiner sepp jack reynolds jon roffe claude romano maxine sheets johnstone michela

summa panos theodorou fotini vassiliou and sanem yazicioglu submissions manuscripts prepared for blind review should be submitted to the editors burt crowell hopkins univ

lille3 fr and daniele desantis ff cuni cz electronically via e mail attachments

The Origins of Life

2020-04-01

philosophers have traditionally assumed that the difference between active and passive movement could be explained by the presence or absence of an intention in the mind

of the agent this assumption has led to the neglect of many interesting active behaviors that do not depend on intentions including the mindless actions of humans and the
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activities of non human animals in this book jones offers a broad account of agency that unifies these cases the book addresses a range of questions including when are

movements properly attributed to whole agents rather than to their parts what does it mean for an agent to guide its action what distinguishes agents from other complex

systems what is the relationship between action and adaptive behavior and why might the study of living systems be the key to understanding agency this book makes an

important contribution to current philosophical debate on the nature and origins of agency it defines action as a uniquely biological process and recasts human intentional

action as a specialized case of a broader and more common phenomenon than has been previously assumed uniting findings from philosophy cognitive science psychology

biology computer science complexity theory and ethology this book will be of interest to students and scholars working in these areas

E-Co-Affectivity

2023-10-25

in groundwork of phenomenological marxism crisis body world ian h angus investigates the crisis of reason in a contemporary context beginning with edmund husserl s the

crisis of the european sciences and transcendental phenomenology angus connects the phenomenology of human motility to marx s ontology of labor in capital and shows its

basis in natural fecundity excess he argues that the formalization of reason creates an inability to foster differentiated community as expected by both husserl and marx and

that the formalization of human motility by the regime of value reveals the ontological productivity of natural fecundity showing that ecology is the contemporary exemplary

science addressing the crisis requires a philosophy of technology especially digital technology and a dialogue between cultural civilizational lifeworlds which surpasses husserl

s assumption that europe is the home of reason angus s overall conception of phenomenology is socratic in that it is concerned with the presuppositions and applications of

knowledge forms in their lifeworld grounding he further shows that the contemporary event is the epochal confrontation between planetary technology and place based

indigeneity this book lays out the fundamental concepts of a systematic phenomenological marxian philosophy

Life

2016-07-01

this is a bold brilliant provocative and puzzling work it demands a radical shift in standpoint an almost paradoxical posture in which living systems are described in terms of

what lies outside the domain of descriptions professor humberto maturana with his colleague francisco varela have undertaken the construction of a systematic theoretical

biology which attempts to define living systems not as they are objects of observation and description nor even as in teracting systems but as self contained unities whose

only reference is to them selves thus the standpoint of description of such unities from the outside i e by an observer already seems to violate the fundamental requirement
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which maturana and varela posit for the characterization of such system namely that they are autonomous self referring and self constructing closed systems in short

autopoietic systems in their terms yet on the basis of such a conceptual method and such a theory of living systems maturana goes on to define cognition as a biological

phenomenon as in effect the very nature of all living systems and on this basis to generate the very domains of interac tion among such systems which constitute language

description and thinking

The New Yearbook for Phenomenology and Phenomenological Philosophy

2021-07-26

1 m heidegger prolegomena zur geschichte des zeitbegriffs frankfurt a m 1979 ga 20 236 zur gegebenheit vgl m heidegger grundprobleme der phiinomenologie 1919120

frankfurt a m 1993 ga 58 127 131 133 2 m heidegger sein und zeit 10 aufl ttibingen 1963 94 3 m heidegger die grundprobleme der phiinomenologie frankfurt a m 1975 ga 24

77 4 1m folgenden beziehen sich die seitenzahlen auf 1 kant gesammelte schriften akademieausgabe bd ii 5 vgl f suarez disputationes metaphysicae paris 1866 nachdr

hildesheim 1965 disp xxxi sect 6 18 existentia rei absolute non est respectus sed absolutum quid 6 g w leibniz die philosophischen schriften hrsg von c i gerhardt berlin 1875

1890 nachdr hildesheim 1978 bd vii 293 7 1 bei suarez fugt die existentia die nichts anderes als essentia in actu ist der essentia niehts hinzu vgl f suarez disput metaph disp

xxxi sect 3 5 unde si sit sermo de essentia in actu nullo modo dici potest juxta hanc sententiam quod essentia existens addat existentiam supra essentiam in actu quia

essentia quae est ens actu formaliter et intrinsece includit existentiam 2 leibniz denkt dab existentia mehr als essentia enthalte

The Biological Foundations of Action

2012-12-06

from aristotle to the present memory has been grasped as a trace or impression of lost reality bridging physiological experience and consciousness philosophers have vainly

sought the nature of this bridge the present day physiologizing naturalizing of consciousness is not resolving their congenital continuity in which the very existence and

practice of life is rooted we have to change our approach erwin straus the aristotelian congenital ties between memory and temporality acquire crucial significance in our

primogenital ontopoiesis of life tymieniecka it reveals memory to be the factor that carries this coalescence and the becoming of life itself this can be the fruit only of the

generative springs of life first phenomenology philosophy the ontopoietic logos of life in this collection we explore memory in the constitution of reality rememorizing and

interpretation consciousness action facts imagination history myths self realization metamorphosis
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Groundwork of Phenomenological Marxism

2000-09-30

what are the challenges that nietzsche s philosophy poses for contemporary phenomenology elodie boublil christine daigle and an international group of scholars take

nietzsche in new directions and shed light on the sources of phenomenological method in nietzsche echoes and influences of nietzsche within modern phenomenology and

connections between nietzsche phenomenology and ethics nietzsche and phenomenology offers a historical and systematic reconsideration of the scope of nietzsche s

thought

Autopoiesis and Cognition

2012-03-14

a philosopher argues that we know little about our own inner lives do you dream in color if you answer yes how can you be sure before you recount your vivid memory of a

dream featuring all the colors of the rainbow consider that in the 1950s researchers found that most people reported dreaming in black and white in the 1960s when most

movies were in color and more people had color television sets the vast majority of reported dreams contained color the most likely explanation for this according to the

philosopher eric schwitzgebel is not that exposure to black and white media made people misremember their dreams it is that we simply don t know whether or not we dream

in color in perplexities of consciousness schwitzgebel examines various aspects of inner life dreams mental imagery emotions and other subjective phenomena and argues

that we know very little about our stream of conscious experience drawing broadly from historical and recent philosophy and psychology to examine such topics as visual

perspective and the unreliability of introspection schwitzgebel finds us singularly inept in our judgments about conscious experience

The Origins of Life

2010-01-01

this volume represents the first which interfaces with astronomy as the fulcrum of the sciences it gives full expression to the human passion for the skies advancing human

civilization has unfolded and matured this passion into the comprehensive science of astronomy advancing science s quest for the first principles of existence meets the

ontopoietic generative logos of life the focal point of the new enlightenment it presents numerous perspectives illustrating how the interplay between human beings and the

celestial realm has informed civilizational trends scholars and philosophers debate in physics and biology the findings of which are opening a more inclusive wider picture of
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the universe the different models of the universal order and of life here presented all aiming at the first principles of existence accord with the phenomenology ontopoiesis of

life within the logos prompted primogenital stream of becoming and action which points to a future of progressing culture

Memory in the Ontopoiesis of Life

2013-06-19

a method of inquiry largely formulated by the german edmund husserl and later adapted by alfred schutz phenomenological psychology is explained in this introductory study

it shows how phenomenology can be used in examining the reality of the world of everyday life and how it provides an antidote to behaviorism symbolic logic and other

positivist systems

Phenomenology 2010. Volume 5: Selected Essays from North America, Part 2: Phenomenology beyond Philosophy

2011-01-28

this book presents a historiographical and theorical analysis of how husserlian phenomenology arrived and developed in north america the chapters analyze the different

phases of the reception of edmund husserl s thought in the usa and canada the volume discusses the authors and universities that played a fundamental role in promoting

husserlian phenomenology and clarifies their connection with american philosophy pragmatism and with analytic philosophy starting from the analysis of how the first american

scholars of edmund husserl s thought opened the door to the reception of his texts the book explores the first encounters between pragmatism and husserlian

phenomenology in american universities the study focuses then on those scholars who fled from europe to america from 1933 onwards to escape nazism felix kaufmann

alfred schutz aron gurwitsch herbert spiegelberg fritz kaufmann among the most notable and illustrates how their teaching provided the very basis for the spreading of

husserlian phenomenology in north america the volume examines then the action of the 20th century north american husserl scholars together with those places societies

centers and journals specifically created to represent the development of the studies devoted to husserlian phenomenology in the u s with a focus of the regional

phenomenological schools

Nietzsche and Phenomenology

2010-11-18
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Perplexities of Consciousness

1983

Astronomy and Civilization in the New Enlightenment

2019-06-05

Phenomenology of Consciousness and Sociology of the Life-World

The Reception of Husserlian Phenomenology in North America
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